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Tonnellerie
Cadus
A meteoric ascent
Creating a cooperage from scratch in Burgundy might seem like a bold move. Twenty years after its founding,
Tonnellerie Cadus has demonstrated that it was a piece of cake. The company, which produces nearly 20,000 units
per year, employs around four dozen people. Its most important asset is time, which is the only thing allowing these
barrels to become sophisticated enough to preserve all of a wine’s nuances.

Tonnellerie Cadus, founded in 1996, has just celebrated
its twenty-year anniversary. At its age, it is nevertheless still
a spring chicken in its field. Its competitors in Côte d’Or
can all lay claim to at least two or three generations’
worth of experience. But this spring chicken has carved
out a niche for itself in the landscape and, in terms of its
positioning, market and results, could be said to have
reached maturity. It produces nearly 20,000 units each
year, all 225 - 500 litre barrels. It has 42 employees at
its head office, in Ladoix-Serrigny, three employees at its
commercial branch in the United States, and an army of
agents to represent the brand. A brand which – contrary
to Burgundian tradition – reveals nothing about the name
of its founder. In Latin, ‘cadus’ is the word for a large
terra cotta amphora used to hold wine, oil, honey or fish.
Four associates were behind the founding of Tonnellerie
Cadus, each with different motivations for pursuing the
project. For the producer and trader Louis-Jadot, whose
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barrel supplier had just passed away, it was a way to
secure supplies by controlling the skillset. For the Vicard
cooperage, headquartered in Cognac, it meant supporting a dynamic, growing market by establishing a presence in a wine-growing region that would provide it with
new opportunities for development. The two partners
were put into contact by Vincent Bouchard, based in the
United States, who represented multiple cooperages in
their dealings with major wineries all over the world. The
last associate, François Paquito Barbier, was appointed
to take charge of the business. The cards have since
been reshuffled. In 2013, Vicard sold its shares, which
were purchased by the Canadell group (an independent
French stave mill that is one of the largest buyers from
the Office National des Forêts). François Paquito Barbier
retired in early 2016, having prepared his succession by
working with the new chair, Antoine de Thoury, for nearly
twenty months.
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“In Latin, ‘cadus’ is the word for a large terra cotta amphora
used to hold wine, oil, honey or fish.”

A transfer of skills
The Vicard cooperage gave Cadus an excellent launch
pad. The first four coopers hired received multiple months
of training from a family business that had already existed for six generations. Now that Cadus has reached maturity, the new shareholder, Canadell, is providing it with
new opportunities. “The cooperage now has an upstream
shareholder (Canadell) and a downstream shareholder
(Louis-Jadot),” Antoine de Thoury explains. “Upstream,
this allows us to secure supplies, both in terms of quality
and in terms of quantity. Downstream, it enables us, with
Louis-Jadot for whom we are the primary supplier, to verify
the behaviour of our barrels with many Greater Burgundy
appellations (from Chablis to Mâconnais).” This is the
cooperage’s challenge: “A wine must contain variations
related to its terroir, its climate. Our barrels must not overwhelm the nuances that must be retained.”
Selecting, felling, splitting and controlling: as a stave
mill operating since 1950, Canadell possesses valuable
expertise. “They know all about the qualities of different trees, depending on the region and ground,” says
Antoine de Thoury, who, in his free time, operates his
own small forest estate in Nièvre, where he grew up.
Tonnellerie Cadus only works with French oak, a portion of which comes from the forests known to produce
the best barrels (Tronçais, Bertranges, Cîteaux...). The
quantities available are, however, limited. “This cannot
be a focus for development,” says Antoine de Thoury.
Cadus therefore relies on another commercial approach.
“We take the same level of care in making all of our
barrels. It’s the purchase price of the wood that makes
our barrels vary in price. Thanks to Canadell, we have
access to very high quality wood, from French forests that
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they know well.” The price of this wood, for a cooper,
depends on the quality of its grain (fine, extra fine...).
“This is easy for clients to understand, because it can be
seen,” says Antoine de Thoury.

Taking time
According to de Thoury, the wood selection is the first of
the pillars that form the foundation of Tonnellerie Cadus’
reputation. The second pillar is “the seasoning time.” The
third, toasting. While some cooperages have reduced it
to 18 months, or even sprinkle the staves with water to
speed up their leaching, removing the harshest tannins,
Cadus has chosen to keep the seasoning time long: at
least 30 months. “This is a choice we’ve made: at each
production stage, we take time, we never rush things, we
let nature take its course,” says Antoine de Thoury. He
explains that the staves, when they are received, are first
visually inspected. The slightest defect – knots, porous
seams, holes made by worms – must be detected. “These
defects affect the wood’s mechanical strength and the
risk of leaks. One risk is that the wood will break during
bending.”
Toasting, the last key step in the barrel manufacturing process, requires a great deal of skill. “We have developed
toasting techniques that can be reproduced each year,”
says Antoine de Thoury. “The toasting time and temperature are precisely measured. We offer three toasting levels: M, M+ and M++. For all three, during pre-bending
(to soften the staves) and bending, the wood is heated
for 50 minutes. Then another 40 minutes for M toasting,
60 minutes for M+, and 70 for M++. This is pretty long,
compared to what other cooperages do, because we
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“A wine must contain variations related to its terroir, its climate. Our barrels must not
overpower the nuances that must be retained.”
prefer to toast lightly so as to not damage the wood, and
to prevent the flames from burning it. Toasting is what
imparts the flavour that will support the wine. It must be
balanced so as to not overwhelm the wine – avoiding an
excess of vanilla or toasted notes, for example.”
This protocol has changed over the years. It is the result
of feedback and tastings held with users. In fact, this is
what now allows Tonnellerie Cadus to offer its clients “a
result, rather than a type of barrel.” “Depending on the
wine producer’s desired result, we make him an offer,”
says Antoine de Thoury. This often requires tests to be
performed with the client, using one or two barrels. This
explains why cooperage is not like other businesses. “It
requires a relationship of trust that takes time.”
Tonnellerie Cadus now has a client portfolio of over
2,000. 70% of its turnover is in export. Its primary market is North America, followed by Europe (Italy, Spain,
Portugal, Bulgaria...). Next are South America, South
Africa, Australia and New Zealand. “We keep a close
watch on emerging markets because, yes, the cooperage industry has grown quite a bit in the last few years,
but supply is now greater than demand,” Cadus’ chair
reveals.

“One barrel, one tree”
Because the French forests are its work instrument, the
company has also become involved in a reforestation
project, in partnership with the Naudet tree nursery. With
the “One Barrel, One Tree” operation, it has committed to replanting sessile oaks and pedunculate oaks,
in a few different regions of France, for every barrel
made. The first oaks were planted in early 2016 near
Épernay (Marne). Two projects are underway in 2016,
in Sassenay (Saône-et-Loire) and Chantilly (Oise). “This is
sort of our way of paying an ecotax,” Antoine de Thoury
jokes. An oak needs to grow for two hundred years before it can be used to make barrels.
This agreement, under which Cadus has committed to
funding the planting of 25,000 trees by the end of 2016,
will be renewed in coming years. It allows the cooperage to add value to its approach to the trade. Devoted to
sustainable forestry, Tonnellerie Cadus is also involved in
other pillars of sustainable development. In 2011, with
the help of the Burgundy regional council, FEDER and
ADEME, it invested 500,000 euros to purchase a wood
boiler. This boiler is powered by wood dust which is
extracted from the workshop’s air and compressed into
pellets. Its production enables the cooperage to be energy independent, as it covers the company’s heating and
hot water needs.

“This is a choice we’ve made: at each production stage, we take time,
we never rush things, we let nature take its course.”

Cooperage – France
Turnover: €10 million.
Workforce: 43 employees.
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